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Seasoned slaked lime based finish for interior and exterior wall surfaces
RIALTO EPOCA MARMO replicates the smooth marmorino look of the ancient lime plasters. A matte or shiny effect can be achieved
with a chrome trowel. Depending on color and application, mottling will vary. EPOCA MARMO is made up of seasoned slaked lime
rich of magnesium, selected white fine Carrara marbles, natural earths, inorganic pigments and mineral additives. The aggregate is
finer than RIALTO ANTIQUA I but coarser than RIALTO EPOCA SPATOLATO. EPOCA MARMO is a light weight lime plaster that can
be applied over RIALTO FINISH (PRIMER) and RIALTO ANTIQUA.

PROPERTIES

PURPOSES

- ready-to-use
- allows surfaces to breathe:
410 g/m2 - 24h (DIN 53122 regulations),
µ=50, Sd=0.4 m

RIALTO EPOCA MARMO is ideal for giving interior and exterior surfaces a natural
decorative effect with a very smooth marmorino appearance. The high quality of its
natural components make this plaster product good for use in kitchens, bathrooms,
and contemporary exteriors for a smooth even look.

- marine air resistant (400 hours
exposure – ASTM-B 117)

Provided that surfaces are sound and clean RIALTO EPOCA MARMO is suitable
for the following applications:

- withstands with alkali corrosion

- over surfaces prepared with RIALTO FINISH

- not prone to shrinkage

- RIALTO ANTIQUA

- abrasion resistant
- non-flammable
- does not flake or peel
- specific gravity: 1.65 ± 0.05 kg/l
- pH: 13.5 ± 0.5

Rios Plastering

Location: Scottsdale, AZ

- viscosity at quality control:
non-Newtonian product average
value > 36.00 ± 2.00 mPas
- dry residue: 70 ± 2% by weight
- VOC: 12 g/l (including pigment)

V-1083 x2

COVERING CAPACITY

WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
- when applying to plaster which is old or covered with traces of old paint or to
new plaster with cracks that have been filled in, remove loose material and
dampen all the surface with water before smoothing it down with RIALTO FINISH
and let it dry for 24 hours before application of RIALTO EPOCA MARMO
- apply RIALTO FINISH first before applying RIALTO EPOCA MARMO. Let dry
at least 24 hours
- apply RIALTO EPOCA MARMO with stainless chrome trowel in two coats and
polish with same tool, allow 24 hours before applying next coat
- protect the newly applied coat from heavy rain for about 48 hours for exterior use
- do not apply at air surface temperature below 5°C (41°F) or exceeding 30°C
(86°F) and to overheated surfaces
- store the product at a temperature above 5°C (41°F) and below 30°C (86°F)
- check with your local department of environmental quality for disposal
requirements and recycle whevever possible

The average coverage of
RIALTO EPOCA MARMO is
100 sq. ft. per pail per coat first coat
and 50 sq. ft. per pail two coats.

PACKAGING
RIALTO EPOCA MARMO is available
in 10 kg/22 lb. containers.

COLOR RANGE
RIALTO EPOCA MARMO is available
in a wide range of colors (see Collezione
Italia fandeck). We also offer over 400
standard colors, or we will gladly
customize your color match.

REFERENCES
For further information regarding the
product mentioned in the text, see the
following technical sheets:
RIALTO FINISH
RIALTO ANTIQUA
RIALTO SOLUTION
RIALTO CERA D'ARTE
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Environmental Partnership:
Our products were manufactured in an environmentally compatible manner.
Vero reminds you to properly handle and dispose of all materials in accordance
with regulations established in your area. Caring for our environment is best
achieved when we do it together.

The information contained in this sheet is the result of laboratory analysis. Due to variations of base coats, surface texture, weather and method of application, colors may vary.

